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• 

AN EXAMINATION OF THE KASHAYA POMO COMMUNI1Y AT THE 
HAUPT RANCH, NORTHWESTERN SONOMA COUN1Y: A CASE 

STUDY FOR PRESERVATION AND PLANNING 

Purpose of the study: 

Thesis by 
Mary J. Huffman 

The Kashaya Pomo, also known as the Kashia Pomo, the 
Southwestern Pomo, the Stewart's Point Pomo, the Gualala 
Indians, and the Haupt Ranch Indians, moved from the 
Russian Fort Ross to the Haupt Ranch in approximately 
1857-59 or 1868-70. Their community at Ross (ca. 1811-
1859) and Haupt Ranch (ca. 1857-1919) adapted creatively 
to, but were not engulfed by, the introduced cultures of 
either. 

The purpose of this study is to increase our understanding of 
how the People were able to accommodate introduced 
culture, yet retain clear cultural continuity. This study 
examines the available ethnographic and historical data, 
compares this data with oral accounts given by descendants, 
evaluates the potential archaeological data present at the 
Haupt Ranch, and presents strategies for preservation and 
protection of the site. 

Procedure: 

The sources for the written, oral, and archaeological record 
of the community and its capacity to retain cultural 
continuity while in close contact with foreign cultures was 
examined and compared. The potential for unrecovered 
introduced material culture at the Ranch to provide 
information about the complex interactions between the 
Kashaya themselves and with their neighbors was explored 
and research questions were posed. 

Findings: 

Pre-contact social fluidity of the Kashaya prepared them to 
adapt to and incorporate foreign language and traditions 
within their own cultural system without drastic 
modification of their own cultural identity. What is not 
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known is how the Kashaya used and interpreted the items of 
material culture they acquired via contact with the Russians 
and ranchers. Archaeological data, however, holds the 
potential to answer questions about the use and 
manipulation of introduced material culture and to increase 
our comprehension of the uniqueness or commonness of this 
phenomenon through cross comparisons with similarly 
situated groups. 

Conclusions: 

Preservation of the Haupt Ranch archaeological site is 
necessary to protect the data potential necessary for 
understanding the use and adaptation of introduced 
material culture of the Russians and ranchers who became 
their neighbors from 1811-1919. 

Chair: ____ ,c:;;........a-...-«-.~""''-r:;..a=-~."'"• ....... _,,..._ __ 

MA Program: Cultural Resources Management 
Sonoma State University 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The people known today as the Kashaya Pomo are the same 

people identified as the Kashia Pomo, the Southwestern Pomo, the 

Stewart's Point Pomo, the Gualala Indians, and the Haupt Ranch 

Indians, for over one hundred fifty years. They have been identified 

as the Indians who sold, or gave, their land to the Russians so that 

Fort Ross could be built in 1812. The Kashaya maintained 

traditional perspectives and aspects of their lif eways which were 

relatively free of foreign cultural influence during the eighteenth 

century and the first half of the twentieth century. The nineteenth 

century was a time of increased contact for the people, yet they 

were able to sustain a strong ideological and cultural identity. 

They have shared many of their cultural traditions with other · 

California tribal groups, providing them with a foundation upon 

which to resurrect a cultural tradition of their own in the second 

half of the twentieth century. 

The purpose of this study of the Kashaya Pomo is to examine 

the changing lifeways of the group who resided at the Haupt Ranch 

(ca. 1850 to 1919). This examination is intenqed to increase our 

understanding of the many factors which contribute to the process 

by which cultural continuity is maintained by a people during 

times of cultural disruption, decreasing population, and a 

discontinuous land base. Developing an appreciation for the value 

of the physical and oral record, as well as the written record, will 

support an argument for developing a preservation plan for the 

Haupt Ranch as an important archaeological site. 
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In order to achieve the first goal it was necessary to examine 

the existing p.istoric, archival, and ethnographic data concerning 

the Haupt Ranch and its major inhabitants, the Kashaya Pomo, for 

the period of 1850 to 1920, and to establish which aspects of these 

data could be considered for comparison with other historic 

ranches which were its contemporaries on the Northwestern Coast 

area of California. To achieve the second goal, it was necessary to 

examine what data potential exists at the Haupt ranch and how 

best to accomplish the protection of an archaeological site situated 

on private land and how to encourage voluntary stewardship for 

site protection. 

What follows in this thesis is an exploration of the data 

currently available about the Kashaya community at Fort Ross, at 

the precontact villages of P'otol and Dukasal during the period of 

continuous movement between the two locations, and at the 

rancheria established at Haupt's ranch. An examination of the 

oral data and potential archaeological data, as yet unrecovered 

from the former ranch property was also conducted. A synthesis of 

these data, to better inform us about the complexity of cultural 

adaptation and continuity, is discussed in Chapter Two. This 

synthesis, while a valid strategy at an intuitive level, is considered 

by some researchers as unique and potentially unreliable as an 

approach to understanding the past. Yet, through the sysnthesis 

of seemingly disparate data (Adams 1973: 335-346; Baerreis 1961: 

49-77; Beaudry 1990:115-118; Deetz 1989: 429-435; Schlereth 

1985: 156-158), and research methods, such as the use of oral 

history and obsidian hydration analysis, as discussed in Chapter 
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Seven, our ability to comprehend both an ideological perspective 

and the duration of human use of the land is enhanced. 

Throughout this document the reader will find historical 

photographs and comparative photographs taken during the 1993 

survey of the property. These photographs add to the data for, as 

Schlereth (ibid., 164) stated, "Historical photography, when 

examined closely and in sufficient quantity to insure a 

representative evidential sample, often provides valuable inferences 

as to how occupants oranized and used space as well as interacted 

with one another." 

Based on the reconstruction of changing Kashaya lifeways, 

tentative conclusions have been drawn which suggest it is 

reasonable for further study of the Kashaya community at the 

Haupt Ranch to occur. Many questions about lifeways changes 

and the manipulation of material culture can only be answered if 

the archaeological remains of the ranch are preserved for future 

study. The social interactions at the Haupt Ranch, between the 

Kashaya themselves and between the Haupt family and the 

surrounding community, and how these interactions contributed 

to cultural continuity for the Kashaya, are important areas for 

study in order to better comprehend variability in the history of 

contact for indigenous peoples during the 19th century. Ideally, 

future research would strive for an integrated analysis of both the 

material culture possessed and used by the Kashaya at the ranch 

and what role the material culture played in the social and political 

interactions of their community. 
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A preliminary inventory of the archaeological remains at the 

ranch, Chapter Nine, suggests strategies are necessary to preserve 

the data potential of the site. Preservation of an important 

archaeological site on private land involves the cooperation of the 

landowner to succeed. To gain cooperation, it is necessary to 

educate the landowner about the importance of the research which 

may be conducted there and the value of the results of future 

research. The site includes the archaeological remains of two 

significant prehistoric villages (Barrett 1925), Dukasal and P'otol, 

two historic roundhouse or sweathouse depressions, the floors of 

eight to ten white style Kashaya houses from the late nineteenth 

century, the floor of the Haupt family house, two cemeteries, 

numerous sheds and work areas, and a steep slope just behind the 

Kasha ya living area which leads to the ferric mineral spring whicl} 

gave P'otol its name. 

The archaeological data promises to inform about the 

material culture of the Kashaya while they resided at the ranch. 

This data, when compared with data from the Kashaya living areas 

surrounding Fort Ross and other Indian Rancherias, located on 

similar ranches, could provide answers to questions relevant to 

understanding the process of cultural continuity for the Kashaya 

people and other peoples as well. It has been documented that the 
I 

Kashaya people maintained a strong sense of cultural tradition and 

continuity (Kennedy 1955; Oswalt 1964) quite unique for 

indigenous groups who lived with and worked for Europeans or 

Americans. To gain a better understanding of their success there 

is a need to examine how a limited physical and ideological 



isolation experienced at the Haupt Ranch, in conjunction with 

their pre-contact expectations about a discontinuous land base, 

may have supported their sense of community. 
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To assist in the process of framing the importance of the 

events which took place at the Haupt Ranch, a local, regional, and 

state/ national timeline was developed (Appendix I). Referring to 

this tool for the context of political and social change at a macro 

level made it easier to pose questions about the significance of the 

types of interactions the Kashaya Pomo had with the Russians at 

Fort Ross and with the German rancher, Charles Haupt. Context 

made it possible to identify which aspects of the Kashaya's 

interaction with their neighbors, and simultaneous retention of a 

strong cultural identity, were unique when compared with the 

regional and national political responses to Indians. This 

comparison emphasized the range of potential variability in 

cultural contact situations the Kashaya might have experienced. 

Some of the questions which emerged are: 1) What in the 

Russian policy for interaction with the indigenous population at 

Fort Ross contributed to the creation of a living situation 

conducive to the retention of more traditional lifeways and 

religious practices by the Kashaya? 2) What could explain the 

ideological strength of the Kashaya Pomo community at the Benitz 

Ranch, the former Fort Ross, and later at the Haupt Ranch, per 

oral evidence? This question is of great interest since the evolving, 

national context for Indian Policy of the 1860s-1870s advocated 

the removal of Indians to reservations, the removal of Indian 

children to boarding schools, indenture, and the fragmentation of 



'tribal' ties, and 3) How and why is the archaeological evidence 

that the Kashaya extensively utilized the "old village sites" of 

Dukasal and P'otol, while they lived at Fort Ross with the 

Russians, then Benitz, and Dixon, important to questions about 

cultural continuity? 

To answer this last question requires the protection of the 

Haupt Ranch site for future research, since the ranch exists only 

in the accounts of ethnographers who studied the people, in the 

memories of the descendants of those who lived there from 

approximately 1850 to 1920, and as archaeological remains. 

Ethnographers have focused on aspects of the Haupt Kashaya 
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· community which were believed representative of pre-contact 

communities. What is said about the ranch in descendent oral 

accounts and what can be learned from archaeology may produce, 

conflicting data when compared with the ethnogr_aphies. From this 

conflict, however, a greater understanding of the process of change 

and continuity may emerge. 

With reference to the operation of the ranch, it may be 

assumed that this was a ranch like many others on the rugged 

Northwest coast of California, where various livestock and 

agricultural products were raised in hopes of tapping into the 

markets of a burgeoning growth period in California. While most 

ranches in the area had an Indian Rancheria on-site to provide a 

sure and steady source of labor, few of these rancherias are noted 

as centers of cultural and spiritual vitality. Yet, the Haupt Ranch 

became a central meeting place for the Kashaya Pomo, and other 

indigenous peoples from neighboring ranches, where spiritual 



leaders of the Earth Lodge Cult and spiritual leaders of the Bole

Maru Religion lived and presided over religious ceremonies at 

various times during the year. It is possible that this fact alone 

sets it apart from other ranches in the area. 

The Haupt Ranch Kashaya community was studied by 

ethnographers from 1870 to 1964. While these accounts offered 

pieces of important data about the ranch, none of them provided a 

complete picture of the daily lives of the people who lived there, 

although the accounts came from many sources. Present day 

investigations of the past lifeways of the Kashaya, conducted by 

Kent Lightfoot, U. C. Berkeley, focus on information about the 

Kashaya community at or near Fort Ross, but the Kashaya 

community at Haupt's Ranch has not been intensively examined 

since 1964 by David W. Peri and Robert Wharton. 

7 

The 1964 study added more texture to the existing data 

through the use of oral interviews with descendants of the ranch 

community. The study undertaken here is slightly different from 

those which came before it, but is closely aligned with the 1964 

study. This present study, as did a 1955 study by Mruy J. 

Kennedy, examines the cultural continuity of the Kashaya Pomo 

by examining their cultural traditions and ideology and how these 

were maintained during a period of close contact with the Russians 

and later with Haupt. The potential to explain how these ~actors 

can be assessed in cross-comparison studies with other "ranch" 

settings increases with the addition of the archaeological data from 

the ranch when it is available. 
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To use the archaeological data requires the use of the site 

itself, or the results of archaeological research, to teach about the 

Kashaya past. The site is fragile and there are a variety of agents 

that can change, damage, or destroy the temporal and spatial 

relationships of the data. The highest priority must be 

preservation of the data in place with long-term management. This 

study argues for the value of the archaeological site at the Haupt 

Ranch and supports the need to plan for and preserve the site. 

Placing the passage of time and the events which occurred 

prior to and at the ranch in a context of local, regional, and state 

events, and consideration of national sentiments towards the . 

Indian, focuses on the importance of the Kashaya experience. The 

protection of this resource is necessary to more fully comprehend 

the daily lives of a people who were, at once, exposed to and 

sheltered from the forces of cultural change which were moving 

within and outside of this secluded comer of Sonoma County, 

California. 
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Chapter 2: Method of Study 

The archaeology at Fort Ross has been studied for at least 

forty years. Archaeology at P'otol and Dukasal, and the remains of 

the Haupt Ranch, is not currently feasible at this time. The 

examination of oral data and the archaeological potential of the 

ranch site, when compared with the written records concerning the 

Kashaya community, provides evidence that the potential data at 

the site could answer questions about the interactions between 

these four communities and a formulation of statements about 

their interconnectedness. The methods suggested here would 

stimulate the process of cross comparison of the data and provide 

research strategies with which to pursue answers to questions 

about these communities when the archaeology at P'otol, Dukasal, , 

and Haupt's Ranch does occur. 

It is possible to unify the approaches of ethnohistory and 

archaeology in the study of the recent past of the Kashaya people. 

By examining historical records, oral histories, and ethnographies, 

it is possible to learn more about their experience through the 

cross examination of these materials. The result of this approach 

is more than any single examination could offer. The more recent 

the subject, as with the Kashaya experience from 1811 to 1920, 

the greater the amount of similar or supporting data one would 

expect to discover, yet it is the dissimilar data which possesses the 

greatest potential to inform us about the experience of a group of 

people. Data coming from different sources could support 

hypotheses about the otherwise intangible artifacts of a culture, 



such as intentions or motivations, in relation to tangible artifacts, 

such as domestic tools or housing types. 
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The past and how people lived in the past cannot be 

assumed to be an extension of the present. Although familiarity 

with terms used to describe the past might exist in the written 

records kept at that time, the circumstances of the experience for 

those who lived in the past were predicated upon perceptions of 

their own past. How the inhabitants of a place lived in and 

experienced their reality was also the result of complex interaction 

within and outside their community. 

Historical records and ethnographic accounts of the Fort 

Ross Kashaya indicate frequent travels to and from the ridgetop 

villages, notably P' otol and Dukasal. How they lived in this 

environment and why they were connected to these places were not 

recorded in detail. Oral histories from descendants of the people 

provide details from the participant's perspective. Recounted 

events, such as those concerning the birthplace of one's 

grandmother (Parrish diary 1964), or a family's frequent travels 

between a ridgetop village and Fort Ross (James diary 195 7), 

provide a foundation for developing a greater understanding of the 

social interactions of the people and their connections with the 

places. Integrating archaeological research with the data from 

historic records, ethnographic accounts, and oral histories could 

provide another layer of data for better understanding of the 

community dynamics between Fort Ross and the ridgetop. 

Study of the recent past may be perceived as inconsequential 

because it is recent and there is little to learn that is not already 
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known. Ultimately, a researcher must wonder if we are unable, or 

unwilling, to study the recent past successfully, how could we ever 

pretend to understand the not so recent past of any people? 

Despite a tremendous wealth of written material on the recent past 

we actually know very little about how most people lived in it. It is 

possible to look in books and see a great quantity of material 

things available to people in the eighteenth century and early 

nineteenth century, but how is it possible to know how the people 

used or perceived these things? Through an examination of data 

from multiple sources it is possible to gain an understanding of 

how people responded to the cultural and technological change of 

the recent past. Based on this type of examination, a basis for 

proposing what their responses were to the tangible artifacts of a 

culture is made possible. 

A study of cultural change and cultural continuity prospers 

from a comparison of data. In an environment with even limited 

flexibility for choice, there is always a basis for cultural continuity. 

Tracing the activities and social interactions of a people, through 

prehistoric, protohistoric, and historic contexts, it becomes 

possible to study both the dynamics of cultural change and the 

process of cultural continuity by providing a temporal framework 

to evaluate systematically any revolutionary changes in economy, 

village types, village distributions, migrations and social contacts 

(Julian Steward 1942), it is also possible to correct the attempts by 

ethnographers to reconstruct pre-contact cultures. 

These data should also play a role in the analysis of the 

archaeology of a people. Through the use of ethnography as a tool 
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for comparison the emphasis shifts away from analogy. By 

developing a diachronic framework for comparing and contrasting 

contact societies, ethnoarchaeology can provide a tool which 

systematically integrates archaeological finds with ethnographic 

information (Oswalt 1974). A synthesis of ethnography and 

archaeology, an ethnoarchaeology encourages the development of 

meaningful statements about the pasts of particular peoples, in 

this case, the Kashaya. Through an ethnoarchaeological study it 

would be possible to integrate data in the formulation of both 

scientific and humanistic statements about the community, and to 

investigate the various networks which link it with the region in 

which it is situated. 
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Chapter 3: Contact 

To situate the Kashaya peoples in a geographical context 

which extends beyond the borders of the Northwest coastal region 

of the North American continent it is instructive to view them as 

part of the region known today as the Pacific Region. This 

perspective is useful because the history of contact between the 

Native peoples and foreign intruders in California echoes, both 

temporally and contextually, throughout the Pacific region. 

Exploration of the Pacific region was motivated by a need to 

disperse people from the Eurasian continent and to create new 

markets for goods and services. Perceptions of the indigenous 

peoples, created by early explorer accounts, dictated how the 

intruders would respond to the peoples they would encounter. 

Following an initial invasion of sixteenth century explorers, settlers 

would move into these areas, but often it was missionaries and 

entrepreneurs. The intruders moved to establish political and 

economic strongholds throughout the Pacific region, driven by the 

discoveries of precious metals and furs, assumed potential for 

abundant agricultural products, lumber, spices, and empire

building prestige. Indigenous peoples throughout the Pacific 

Region were engulfed and ravaged by introduced diseases, driven 

from their lands by greed, often murdered and, for those who 

survived, subjugated to foreign cultures. 

While the intruders tended to treat each indigenous group in 

appallingly similar ways, accounts abound of how each indigenous 
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group greeted the invaders in a different way. Assuming all groups 

responded in the same way discounts the essence of what makes 

humans humane, which is the ability to adjust to unique 

situations and to modify introduced elements of the other's 

culture. Each group relied on a unique cultural perspective. Since 

the people of the Pacific held no romanticized notion about the 

intruders, they attempted to fit them within the parameters of the 

reality they knew. 

Similarities between the Pacific region peoples were noted 

and often generalized across all indigenous people encountered. 

They were viewed as simple, with primitive social organizations, 

living in environments where they simply labored to live, or to 

survive. Indigenous people with stratified societies were perceived 

as incapable of formulating fundamental economic incentives and 

technologies necessary to establish themselves as powerful. They 

were perceived as too primitive to accomplish the power known to 

Eurasian nations. 

Romantic perceptions of savages hopelessly mired in a 

primitive stage of development abounded in literature, as well as in 

scholarly and religious discussions. It seemed impossible to view 

those indigenous groups who lacked identifiable stratified societies 

and who relied on kinship and language as markers of group 

inclusion as even primitive cultures. Often they were viewed as 

animalistic and as a scourge worthy only of extermination in order 

to clear the land for progress and development. 

Indigenous groups in California, who relied on hunting and 

gathering and without claims to the land, or with claims too 



complex and foreign to comprehend, were viewed as little more 

than another species of native animal. Estimated to be 

approximately 300,000 in number before sailing ships touched 

upon the Pacific coastline, they were decimated by introduced 

diseases and the perceptions and actions of the intruders on the 

land. Their fate was shared throughout the Pacific Region in the 

short span of little over one hundred years. 

15 

Many of the indigenous groups, or *SLIDEs, in California 

were composed of bilateral kinship groups. While boundaries 

existed between the groups, Kroeber reported fluidity of movement 

(1925: 228-234) was a common and accepted political reality 

, among the Pomo. Many groups relied on hunting and gathering 

strategies to sustain their communities and were separated from 

their neighbors by language and custom. The Spanish found the 

California groups to be a challenge to attaining the Church goals of 

missionization and conversion. Resistance was met with force, but 

the California natives were difficult to control. 

According to Essig (1933), Spencer (1991), Thompson (1951), 

Tomlin (1990), and Treganza (1954), the Spanish felt economic and 

military pressure from the Russians in the early.1800s. The 

Russians sought an outpost in North America along the Pacific 

coast and moved to establish a fort along the California coast. This 

action by the Russians prompted the Spanish to establish 

missions at San Rafael in 1817 and Sonoma in 1823. 

The Russian-American company reportedly were welcomed 

by the Coast Miwok and Kashaya Pomo in 1811. The Russians 

were not interested in religious conversion of the indigenous 
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people, a likely consequence of unfortunate relations the Russians 

had with the Aleut of Alaska, but rather in employing the people as 

laborers on the land. The Russians had attempted to control and 

convert the Aleuts of Alaska, but were met with bloody resistance. 

Following their failure to control an indigenous Pacific Region 

peoples, the Russians were wary. Fearing potential uprisings, 

their policies were unlike those of the Spanish. The terms of the 

Russian/Indian association at Ross kept the indigenous 

population outside the stockade walls. This allowed those 

indigenous peoples at Ross to, in effect, select their level of 

involvement with Russian culture and the principals of 

mercantilism. 

This is not to say that living and working at the Russian 

Fort, under the direction of task masters who needed them to learn 

to respond to Russian ways and language, was not difficult. The 

overall impact on the indigenous people was minimized because 

the Russians' expectations for the cultural inclusion of the 

Kashaya was low in comparison with those indigenous groups to 

the south of Kashaya territory, who were in contact with the 

Spanish and suffered greatly from their expectations for cultural 

inclusion introduced religious, political, and economic standards. 

The United States was expanding westward in the nineteenth 

century and by 1848 they effectively ended the Spanish/Mexican 

influence. The Russians departed the California coast 

approximately seven years before, under pressure from home, and 

due to their failure to thrive as an agricultural or economic 

enterprise. The land was slated for inclusion in the United States 



and was heralded as the logical end to the manifest destiny 

mandates of the 1800s, driven by the desire to "own" all the 

abundant natural resources of California. 
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About the time the Russians departed California, there were 

changing political conditions across the United States and in 

California with regard to the conflicts between settlers and Indians. 

California was still new to the Union and a wild and sparsely 

populated area; as a result such conflicts were limited there in the 

1840s. 

Many of the indigenous people stayed on at the Fort as 

laborers when John Sutter bought it from the Russians. Sutter 

did not resi~e there, but installed managers to administer the 

property, starting with William Benitz, 1843-1867, and followed by 

James Dixon in 1867. While the relationship between Benitz and 

the indigenous laborers was reported as amiable, the changing 

policies of the United States government and perceptions of 

Indians were beginning to be felt in California. 

Growing numbers of settlers claimed Indian land in 

California, as well as in the Great Plains and Pacific Northwest. By 

the 1860s - 70s, U.S. Government Indian Policy was heavily 

influenced by confrontations in the Dakotas between the Sioux 

Nation and the U.S. military. The Ghost Dance of the 1860s and 

1870s made white settlers nervous as Indian leaders challenged 

the military over land and power. The popular press heightened 

fears with accounts of raids on settlers by bloodthirsty savages. 

· The Federal government was moved to handle the Indian situation 

by removing or eliminating the Indians. 
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By 1870 James Dixon's response to the Indians was a 

reflection of the National Indian Policy. Dixon removed all Indians 

from the land at and around the fort, and the group moved 

permanently up the ridge. They moved to one of two pre-invasion, 

permanent village sites on the ridge about 5 km northeast of the 

fort. These places were familiar to them. One of them, P' otol, is 

situated approximately one quarter mile northeast of the Haupt 

family house site. The other, Dukasal, also referred to as 

Abaloneville, is situated approximately one half mile north

northwest of the site of P'otol (Map 1). 

This skyline ridge top, where the German immigrant, Charles 

Haupt, built his home has a ferric mineral spring flows year round 

and lends its name to P'otol. The area surrounding the Haupt 

Ranch site was heavily settled by 1870. This fact is known from , 

historic period maps and oral accounts of settler descendants. 

The terrain is difficult, however, and frequent contact with 

neighbors was impeded. It is established that by 1870 the Fort 

Ross Kashaya moved permanently to the Haupt Ranch. This 

location provided isolation and there was a degree of acceptance of 

the Kashaya people by the neighboring farmers and ranchers, as 

reported in oral accounts of descendants of the neighboring 

ranchers and Kashaya people. The People pad a freedom of 

movement between the ranch and the coast and freedom to pursue 

traditional relious practices. 

It can be argued that the geographic isolation of the ridgetop 

mediated the process of intense acculturation for the people by 

providing a physical barrier to the flow of material culture and 



Map 1: Locations of P'otol and Dukasal 
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people. The Kashaya peoples' experience during a period of 

intense cultural proximity appears to be unique in light of the 

long-term settlement at Fort Ross. However, their ability to 

withdraw from whites and white ways and a pattern of fluidity of 

movement has been noted from first contact until 1870. It may be 

argued that this strategy functionally served to buff er the effects of 

introduced ideology and material culture. A commitment to 

withdraw from introduced ideology was reiterated by their 

spiritual leader, Annie Jarvis, who reaffirmed in 1914 their 

isolation upon the move to the 40 acre Kashia Reservation. This 

action helped assure cultural and spiritual traditions, which 

though modified, were preserved by the people. 

Isolation from the many forces of Spanish-Euro-Anglo 

cultural pressure and protection from unmitigated abuse by the 

Spanish provided the Fort Ross Kashaya with an advantage many 

did not have. While all indigenous groups responded to 

dominating foreign intrusion according to their individual 

situations in a unique way, it is important to not lose sight of the 

power of interpersonal associations across communities and the 

impacts of these upon adaptability and cultural persistence at the 

group level. This group was able to sustain c·u1tural boundaries in 

the face of close association with foreign intruders who, in 

comparison with others, could be perceived as benign benefactors. 

The Kashaya experience, nevertheless, reflects an ability to modify 

cultural input from outside the group and to continue to function 

within a self determined cultural reality. 
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Chapter 4: Who Studied the Kashaya Pomo? 

The Fort Ross, or Metini, Kashaya people have been either 

noted in writings or studied for "science" for over 170 years. They 

are best known as the indigenous people who welcomed the 

Russians to the Pacific shoreline where Fort Ross would be 

erected. The people are said to have freely given their lands at 

Metini, an old coastal village site. The Russians may have been 

viewed as a source of protection against the Spanish by the people. 

The Indians living near the fort were noted by foreign visitors as a 

cooperative and hardworking supplemental population. From 

these early accounts it is possible to gain some insight into the 

sociocultural and sociopolitical aspects of the Kashaya at that 

period in time. The settlement at Fort Ross was discussed by 

Peter Corney in 1814; Fedor Lutke in 1818; Vasilii M. Golovnin in 

1818; Otto Von Kotzebue in 1824; Ferdinand Petrovich Von 

Wrangell in 1833; Peter Kostromitinov in 1830-1838; and, Cyrille 

LaPlace in 1839 (for detail see primary sources; and Lightfoot 

1991). 

The presence of the Fort Ross Kashaya at the Haupt Ranch 

was first noted in 1871-72 by Stephen Powers. Powers was a · 

traveling journalist for the Overland Monthly. While visiting in 

Northern California the stayed with the "Hopps" (sic). Although 

not an ethnographer, Powers reported on Kashaya subsistence 

practices, material culture, sociopolitical organization, religious 

activities, and gambling. Powers also mentioned the children of 

Molly Haupt, the Kashaya woman married to Charley, and 



discussed how she left the children in Charley's care while she 

engaged in late night gambling. 
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Thirty years later, the ethnographic study of the Haupt 

Ranch Kashaya began in earnest. In 1903, S. A. Barrett was 

examining Pomo material culture, and in a census of population 

and housing, he noted the eight to ten houses and underground 

dance house at the Haupt Ranch. Also noted at the ranch was a 

classic coastal Pomo house type, which had been mentioned by 

Powers as well. With great detail Barrett reported that this classic 

building consisted of redwood bark leaned together on a central 

pole to form an interior space of about 2.4 to 3.6 meters in 

diameter (Barrett 1908:24; 1975:37). It is known from photos 

taken by Barrett, and P. M. Jones (Figure 1), that an underground 

dance house was also present at the Haupt Ranch. Unfortunately 

for researchers interested in the details of life at the community, 

the photos taken at the ranch (Figure 2, 3, 4) are nearly devoid of 

human activity. 

Anthropologist Alfred Kroeber (1925: 263-265) followed 

Barrett with studies of Pacific Coast indigenous peoples. Based 

upon his studies, and those of his students, he wrote about 

Kashaya pre-contact sociopolitical organization and material 

culture. He noted that Dukasal and P'otol were old village sites. 

Kroeber discussed religious activities of the Kashaya past and 

present and explained that the "Old Ghost" ceremony in California, 

where dancers impersonated deceased individuals from their 

community and the "Modem Ghost" dance (1925:269) were 

diffused out of Nevada in 1870. He went on to explain that after 



Figure 1: Big'Jose's Roundhouse. The Haupt Ranch was a center of activity for a sertes of Maru dreamers. 
(P. M. Jones, ca. 1900. Photo courtesy of Pheobe Hearst Museum.) 



Figure 2: Kashaya/Haupt Ranch Community. Note houses at far left of frame. 
(P. M. Jones, ca. 1900. Photo courtesy of Pheobe Hearst Museum.) 



Figure 3: Kashaya/Haupt Ranch Community. 
(P. M. Jones, ca. 1900. Photo courtesy of Pheobe Hearst Museum.) 



Figure 4: Kashaya/Haupt Ranch Community. 
(P. M. Jones, ca. 1900. Photo courtesy of Pheobe Hearst Museum.) 
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1872 a modem variation of the ceremony was held under the 

leadership of a "Marn" (also known as a dreamer or prophet) who 

communicated through trances and dreams with the spirit world. 

These distinctions were important for the Kashaya because they 

demonstrated how the Ghost Dance was modified by the people 

and incorporated to meet the needs of a people under social and 

cultural pressure to abandon or change traditional belief systems. 

Edward Gifford (fieldwork 1915-18, 1934, 1950), with the 

assistance of Kashaya Pomo informants, further investigated the 

Old Ghost society, which was among many aspects of Kashaya 

culture of interest to him. None of his informants had ever 

witnessed the Kuksu impersonation ceremony; rather their 

accounts were renditions of accounts handed down from their 

parents. Some remembered dances other than the Kuksu 

impersonation ceremony which were performed at the Haupt 

Ranch. Rosie Smith remembered the performance of the Lole 

dance (Gifford 1967:45). 

Enthno-geographer, Fred B. Kniffen (1930) studied the 

Kashaya sociopolitical structure, and hypothesized that the 

Kashaya Pomo had been united under a single chief at the time 

they lived with the Russians at Ross. Based ort his interviews he 

asserted that most of the remaining population of the Kashaya 

people were organized politically under a "chief' Toiyon (Oswalt 

195 7: 245-24 7) while they lived at or near the Fort and that the 

area around the stockade was covered with the houses of the 

people. Kniffen believed that it was the son of Toiyon, Tahana, 

who lead the Kashaya to Haupt's Ranch. Based on his findings, he 



disagreed with Kroeber's assumption that *SLIDE units or small 

family groupings had existed, and hypothesized that the Kashaya 

in contemporary times possessed no tradition of dividing their 

region into village communities or *SLIDEs. According to Kniffen, 

the unity which existed during the period of his study suggested 

the territory had always been composed of a single political unit 

(1339). 
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Other researchers of Pacific Coast Indians examined specific 

aspects of Kashaya lifeways which contributed to, or were 

reflections of, Kashaya sociopolitical organization. Omer Stewart 

(I 935), for example, detailed their exploitation of native plants and 

ariimals, taking his information from informants such as Rosa 

(Smith) Sheard. 

In the 1940s Mary Jean Kennedy lived at Kashia Reservation 

while conducting her dissertation fieldwork. She produced an 

acculturational study of the Kashaya people, which discussed in 

detail the daily existence of contemporary Kashaya people. 

Kennedy was perhaps the first researcher to focus on the impacts 

of cultural contact and detail current Kashaya living conditions. 

Her work, in connection with that of Bert Aginsky,. examined the 

sociopolitical aspects of Pomo life in the 1930s and 1940s in Lake 

and Sonoma Counties. 

In the 1960s the Kashaya language was intensively studied 

and painstakingly cataloged by Robert Oswalt. Oswalt produced 

linguistic texts which were valuable not only to the linguist, but to 

the archaeologist as well. From Oswalt's work it became possible 

to track the impacts of contact with the Spanish, Russians, 



Mexicans, and Americans, via the number and frequency of 

loanwords incorporated by the Kashaya people. Oswalt recorded 

Kashaya myth with the assistance of informants such as Essie 

Parrish and Herman James. 
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In 1964 David W. Peri, Robert Wharton, Daphne Stem, and 

Lowell Bean researched the history of the Northwest Sonoma 

Coast. They focused on the Kashia Reservation, which was 

founded in 1914 after Charles Haupt's death precipitated strained 

relations at the ranch. They interviewed informants and recorded 

memories of the Haupt Ranch and shamanism. Through a 

collection of diaries, written by Essie Parrish and Bernice Dollar, 

and taped interviews which supplement the diaries, these 

researchers provided the foundation for an ethnography and oral 

history of the Haupt Ranch unlike those created at the tum of the 

century. It is from these diaries and interviews that a macro 

perspective of the years at the Haupt Ranch finally begins to 

emerge. To bring us to the present, an ongoing study of the 

Kashaya and Russian interactions at and around Fort Ross is 

currently underway at the direction of Kent Lightfoot, U. C. 

Berkeley. 

One might question whether the Kashaya Pomo of Metini 

and the Haupt Ranch were studied so extensively because they 

were easy to locate, or if they were easy to locate because they were 

studied intensively. Given that humans tend to value that which 

others value, it is not difficult to assume that Haupt may have 

come to believe his Indians were very special. It is also not difficult 

to assume that a continual recounting of Kashaya tradition to a 
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seemingly endless group of researchers may have strengthened the 

memories of those who served as informants. These assumptions 

are simply speculation; however, what is certain is that each of 

these studies taken alone offers only a narrow focus directed by 

the interests of each researcher. 

Taken together, however, and compared with the diaries and 

interviews of the 1940s to 1960s, data relevant to the study of 

cultural continuity is available. It is important to note that Power's 

reports span at least two generations and each successive 

researcher, while focusing narrowly on their subject(s) of interest, 

spoke with informants who came from a small and inter-related 

group (Chart 1). This relatedness makes it possible to track 

changing attitudes within the social unit in response to the 

changing world in which the group lived by compiling comparative 

data. This data is then compared with the existing historic 

documents and results of archaeological research to assist in the 

comprehension of the complexity of retention of traditional culture 

and the accommodation of introduced culture (Brown 1973: 347-

369; Gould 1971: 143-177). 



Chart 1: Informants from 1870 to 1964 

Tom Smith 
(Bodega Miwok) 

Informant for 
Powers 
1870-71 

Informant for Barrett, 
Kroeber, Gifford 
1903-30 

Informant for Oswalt, 
Kennedy, Peri 
1940-1970 

Informant for Peri 
1960-70 

17ololfoya Qhabechashom~n Kilahoh~men 

**Qhabesihlaya Tololloya Phalaamen 
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Chapter 5. Movement Of The Kashaya People Pre/Post-Contact 

To comprehend the process of cultural continuity for the 

Kashaya, it is necessary to examine their association with the land 

(see Map 2). The lands attributed to the Kashaya, or Southwest 

Pomo people extended from Duncan's Point 5 miles south of the 

Russian River up the Sonoma County coast to the North Fork 

Gualala River and extended inland for 5 to 13 miles. According to 

Gifford, Kroeber, and Kniffen (Gifford and Kroeber, 1937, p. 145-

55; Kniffen, 1939, p. 385) there appears to be no evidence of 

private, or family ownership of subsistence rights. A perception of 

shared rights to the land by the Kashaya, upon which Fort Ross 

and the Haupt Ranch were built, may have played an important 

role in their ability to retain their cultural identity with the land. 

According to Gifford (1967:23-25) all Kashaya Pomo north of 

the Russian River were one group without any individual land 

ownership. This perspective would have made large group 

congregation at Fort Ross acceptable and movement within and 

out of the settlement expected. Gifford theorized that if a woman 

found a nice seed tract she did not claim it for herself but told 

other women about it and they all used it. This perspective would 

have made the movement of the people from Ross to Haupt's 

Ranch an expected occurrence. According to Gifford, the same 

perception of shared use rights was true for other aspects of the 

land. Tree ownership, specifically oak trees, would be another 

important issue for ownership consideration, but Gifford concluded 

there was no evidence of tree ownership either. 



Map 2: Coastline of Sonoma County. California 
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The area is known as the redwood zone, and within the 

Kashaya boundaries there were no rich valleys. The best living 

sites were on the ridges with year round springs nearby. Sites 

such as these were away from the wind and fog of the coastline. 

Travel to the Pacific coastline was important to the Kashaya for the 

collection of shellfish and seaweed well into historic times. This 

rich resource explains the presence of the Kashaya at the village 

site known as Metini. It is unlikely, however, that coastal sites 

were used extensively during the winter months when cold, foggy 

weather is the norm. During the winter months it is much more 

likely the people moved to ridgetop villages. 

· The land of the Kashaya, then, included coast, redwood, and 

ridges. The coast provided valuable marine resources and the 

ridges provided game and plant resources. The redwood forest 

provided bark for housing construction. As previously noted, 

the land did not belong to the Kashaya, for they claimed no title or 

deed to the land. The boundaries with their neighbors were known 

but somewhat fluid. The boundaries referred to here were verified 

as ancestral land from ethnographic accounts by S.A. Barrett and 

Kroeber, acknowledged experts on the territories and language 

groups of Indians in California. 

According to Kroeber (Handbook 1976 [1925]: 233-34) the 

people who comprised the Southwestern or Gualala Pomo people 

were problematical to delineate geographically. Kroeber asserted 

there were probably nine distinct groups with five groups on the 

coast and four groups on the Gualala River to the interior. He 

noted there were some villages of consequence but, for him there 



was no clue as to the number and territory of the groups by 

reference to the topography. 
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The villages of consequence noted by Kroeber included 

Kowishal at Black Point, Danaga at Stewart's Point, Chiti-bida-kali 

north of Timber Cove, Metini at the site of Fort Ross, Chalanchawi 

and Ashachatiu at the mouth of the Russian River, Hibuwi at the 

Middle Fork of the Gualala River and P'otol at the site of Haupt's 

Ranch. 

Temperatures on the coast average between 50-60 degrees, 

seldom going lower than 35 degrees in the winter nor higher than 

80 degrees in the summer. According to Kroeber, when winter 

brought winds, rain and fog to the coast, the Southwestern Pomo 

would move to semi-permanent villages located on the second or 

third ridge to the east of the coast. This is the location of P'otol 

and Dukasal. 

What made certain sites more desirable than others? What 

was the connection between Metini (Fort Ross), P'otol and 

Dukasal? Herman James reported to Oswalt (1964: 213) that his 

mother lived at both locations. Molly Haupt was, according to her 

granddaughters' diaries, a frequent traveler between Metini, P'otol 

and Dukasal. The oral evidence tends to support Gifford's 

contention that the Kashaya were a single political unit who moved 

within their territory at will. The evidence may also support 

Kroeber's theory that movement between important locations was 

common and accomplished easily by women. 

Details of how the Kashaya organized themselves in the 

Russian period village setting and notes about their social 
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organization come primarily from the diaries of Fort Ross visitors, 

such as Kostromitorov, and from the later ethnographic informants 

of Kroeber, Barrett, and others. These accounts state that large 

settlements had several chiefs or toyons, with at least one toyon 

per village. According to Kostromitorov, the chief was "the one who 

has the most relatives" (1839, p. 86). Social organization of the 

Kashaya, then, was based on kinship grouping. According to 

these early accounts, the authority of the toyon was limited to that 

of an advisor. Each household within the group was probably 

composed of extended bilocal families, or independent nuclear 

families (Kniffen 1939). Both Gifford and Kroeber (1937: 117-234) 

suggest there is evidence of composite residential kin groups who 

were non-exogamous stem kindreds. Marriage patterns were 

reported to be exclusively monogamous though Gifford noted a 

special kinship term for co-wife. Residence patterns were 

matrilocal. Movement was allowed to the bridegroom's kin group 

as well. Descent of heirs was probably bilineal. There was a fluid 

movement of people and flexible living locations. This form of 

social organization would allow for maximum movement to any 

regularly utilized village site on the ridges, yet P'otol. and Dukasal 

were very regularly utilized by the Metini group. · 

P'otol was still inhabited in the early 1900s. Hstoric maps 

show that from at least 1877 the area around P'otol was settled 

extensively (Maps 3 - 6). Use of Dukasal was frequently 

mentioned. P'otol's location near the ridgetop road, which lead 
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Map 4: Thompson, 1877 
(Note location of Haupt Creek. lower light quadrant of map) 
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Map 5: Reynolds/Proctor, 1898 
Note areas attributed to Haupt, upper left quadrant and along ridge 
upper right quadrant: acreage totals are 2,378.76 a. 40.3a. 321. la) 



Map 6: Kroeber. 1925 
(Note locations of P'otol and Meteni) 
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south and east, and an increased reliance on wage labor by the 

Kashaya to provide for subsistence, probably dictated that P'otol 

would be the settlement site of greatest importance at the tum of 

the century. Yet prior to establishment of the ranch it appears 

ethnographic evidence supports the possibility that P' otol had 

been the center for a group of Kashaya on Haupt and Hopper 

Creeks in pre-contact time as well. The open ridge tops provided 

an easy highway for travel in the rugged terrain of the area the 

people would have followed during the seasonal pattern of moving 

from one location to another to gather food as it became available. 

Travel from the ridges to the east and to the coast would have been 

difficult, but established routes would have made the journey less 

so. That P'otol and Dukasal were frequent destinations for 

inhabitants at Metini implies the existence of a well established 

route between them. 

The old trails ran straight over hill and dale in contrast to 

modern roads. Their gradual ascent was adapted to the use of 

wheeled vehicles. The old coastal trails were used to guide the 

construction of modem roads like the winding Sonoma County 

road from Stewart's Point to Skaggs Springs, built .in 1937 or 1938. 

The top of the high ridge on the road from Stewart's Point to 

Skaggs Springs is on the eastern boundary of Southwestern Pomo 

(Kashaya) territory. This ridge top, 1,900 feet in altitude, is known 

today as Las Lomas. Locating established Kashaya foot routes is 

possible through an examination of the old wagon trails used by 

white settlers in Northwestern Sonoma County. 
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Chapter 6: Life at the Ranch 

The 1848 Ross Census (Fort Ross Interpretive Association) 

listed 62 native men, 52 women, and 47 children. Four chiefs were 

noted - Toyon, Noportegi, Kolog-biscau, and Cojoto. Those 

Kashaya not living at the fort were not counted as were women 

married to, or living with, white settlers near the fort. Many 

Kashaya, who did not "live" at Ross, lived more or less permanently 

at a place called Dukasal, about 13 km. southeast of Stewart's 

Point, and nearby P'otol. Dukasal is where Cacoon Woman, also 

known as "Molly" Tololloya Qhabechashomen Kilaqhamen, married 

Chico Jarvis. She gave birth to twin children, "Rosie" 

Qhabesihlaya Tololloya Phalaamen Jarvis, and "Frank" Gibbie 

Shinaqalen Libuthkin Jarvis, in October 1850 (Chart 2). Molly 

traveled between Dukasal and the Coast at Ross, or perhaps to 

Stewart's Point, to gather shellfish, seaweed and other coastal 

resources. 

The coastal area north of Ross was not completely free of 

hazards, but since it was more isolated the number of encounters 

with intruders and settlers was less likely. Farmi~g and ranching 

claims made following the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, and 

during the brief gold frenzy of 1848-50, increased the number of 

settlers in the area and impinged upon the movement of the 

Kashaya people. But, Cacoon Woman had relatives at Metini, and 

Benitz was reportedly "fair" with the Indians. While he required a 

full day's labor for their payments "in kind" of food and drink, he 

protected them from hostile whites and Mexicans. These factors 



Chart 2: Marrtage Tree: Molly Tololloya Qhabechaskomen Kilaqhamen 
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combined to make Metini a likely destination for Cacoon Women 

on a regular basis. 
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The number of ranches in the Fort Ross to Stewart's Point 

area and west of Harmon Heald's (Healdsburg) crossroads 

establishment grew. Within the Ross area there were the German 

Ranch, Ohlson Ranch, Nobles Ranch, Richardson Ranch, Haupt 

Ranch, Williams Ranch, Gibson Ranch, and McClellan Ranch (see 

Map 4: Thompson 1877; Map 5: Reynolds & Proctor 1898). These 

many ranches were sources for jobs, living situations, and change. 

The terrain in Northwestern Sonoma County made for an 

isolated experience for early settlers. Travel was difficult unless 

the ridgetops were used as highways. A trip from Stewart's Point 

to present day Cazadero was quick and sure upon the ridgetops, 

however (see Map 3). The ridgetops were used extensively for 

travel by the Kashaya and their neighbors prior to contact with the 

Russians and other settlers and for the same reasons the settlers 

found them handy. 

The year Haupt settled on the lands of P' otol and Dukasal is 

not known for certain. Oral sources report a female visionary from 

Fort Ross, Holputokmen, moved many of her people to Haupt's 

land about 1857-59. The first recorded sweathouse at Haupt's 

Ranch was built for her upon her move there. Her settlement at 

the ranch and the construction of the sweathouse indicates 

Haupt's willingness to have the Kashaya as close neighbors on his 

land. It is not known for certain when Haupt married the 

Kashaya woman Cacoon Woman (Molly). Oral accounts report 

Molly traveled extensively after her marriage to Haupt, always 



intent upon visiting with relatives and friends. Haupt is said to 

have insisted all of Molly's relatives come live at his ranch so he 

might keep her at home. 
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This offer by Haupt proved to be one of good fortune for the 

Kashaya. Benitz sold the land at Ross to his partner James Dixon 

in 1867. Dixon appears to have embraced the prevailing 

sentiments towards Indians and ordered them to leave the area 

around the fort. During the 1860s to 1880s the prevailing 

sentiment of the nation was to move Indians to make way for white 

settlement and white prosperity. By 1870 the few remaining 

Kashaya at Ross were forced to abandon the land around the fort 

and many made their way to Haupt's Ranch on the ridge top. 

While not all of the people moved on, oral evidence indicates 

the majority moved to Haupt's. 

"In 1871 there was still a fragment of the tribe 
living at Ross though most of them had moved to 
the Charlie Haupt Ranch or P'otol. Mr. Edward 
Kruse, pioneer ranch owner, said that when his 
father had bought the Kruse Ranch in 1877, 
there had been an Indian settlement back of each 
ranch in the area between Stewarts Point and 
Fort Ross. The Kruse Ranch which had been 
part of the German Ranch had about twenty or 
thirty Indians living on it up to the early 1890s. 
Most of them were Fort Ross Indians. The men 
worked at the landings while the women worked 
in the homes of the ranchers. By 1903 about 
half of the tribe had moved down to the old 
village site of dana'ga, just south of Stewart's 
Point, to work in the logging camps" 

(Haase 1952: 42). 
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Haupt took a patent on the land in 1871-1872, possibly in 

response to Power's interest in the ranch and the favorable 

comments made about the land. Possibly Haupt was feeling more 

settled and the timing of the filing of the claim merely coincided 

with Power's visit. Whatever the reason for the filing of the claim 

by Haupt, the Kashaya settlement was well established on the 

ranch in 1871. Molly's son and daughter, Frank and Rosie, 

resided at the ranch and it is likely at least the first of many 

children had been born to Molly and Charles by this time. Jack 

Humboldt, a Maru leader, was married to Rosie in approximately 

1861, and she would later marry Tom Smith, another spiritual 

leader, in 1864. The settlement hosted a series of celebrations and 

gatherings and was clearly viewed as an important meeting_ place 

for the Kashaya people and their neighbors. 

Prior to contact with the Russians, the Kashaya were open to 

two religious systems, the old Ghost Dance Religion and the Kuksu 

cult. According to Gifford, the Kuksu impersonation is said to be 

ancient and was performed in the dance house. Children were not 

allowed to see it, but women were. The dance is called kuksu ko'o. 

After 1872 the Earth Lodge Cult of the new Ghost Dance Religion 

came to the California tribes from Nevada. A representative of the 

Earth Lodge Cult summoned Indians to Clearlake to meet the end 

of the world as predicted by the religion. It is reported many of the 

Kashaya attended the meeting. The predicted end of the world 

failed to occur, and the Kashaya, upon return to Haupt's Ranch, 

· were active participants in the rise of the B_ole-Maru religion and 

welcomed a series of prophets to their village. 
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In 1873 Sauwathk'In built an underground dance house for 

the Kay ah ban (Earth Lodge Cult). This prophet came to Haupt's 

from Lake County. By the end of the year this prophet had left the 

people. Kristowa came to the ranch as the first Marn dreamer. In 

1880 Big Jose, also a Maru prophet, moved to Haupt's. His 

ceremonies were held not in the underground dance house, but in 

a brush enclosure. Big Jose stayed with the people for four years 

before being replaced by Jack Humboldt. Jack was another Maru 

prophet who stayed with the people as a spiritual leader until 

1911. During Jack Humboldt's tenure at the ranch, a false 

dreamer, Kolata, served the Kashaya people. Kolata built a men's 

sweat house and stayed at Haupt's from 1888-1890. 

Photographic evidence (Jones 1906), ethnographic reports 

(Powers 1872; Barrett 1903; Kroeber 1925), and oral sources 

(Parrish and James 1940-55; Dollar 1964) indicate shamanism 

flourished at the settlement (Figures 5 - 7) from 1857 to 1911. The 

men of the settlement worked as laborers for Haupt and his 

neighbors, often traveling with their families to stay at their work 

locations for a period of time and then returning to the settlement 

at Haupt's for celebrations or to winter there. Women sometimes 

served as domestics to settler families. The community was fluid, 

but roots were tied to the Haupt Ranch by the gatherings together 

to live, celebrate, and to bury dead at the cemetery there. 



Figure 5: Roundhouse 
(P. M. Jones, ca. 1900. Photo courtesy of Pheobe Hearst Museum.) 



Figure 6: Interior and Exterior sketch of Roundhouse similar to Big Jose's. 
(Courtesy of David W. Peri and Robert Wharton.) 
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Figure 7: Big Jose's Ceremonial Necklace. Note incorporation of cross 
with abalone shell pieces and clamshell disk beads. 
(Courtesy of David W. Peri.) 

·. A 

BEAD COUNT 
A --------------- 25 
B --------------- 16 
C --------------- 8 
D -------- Not Specified 

not ·to scale 



Oral accounts concerning traditional food acquisition and 

use confirm that, although women were exposed to "white style" 

cooking, the items essential to 'white style' dish preparation were 

either unavailable or disagreeable to the Kashaya cooks. 

According to Molly's granddaughter, Bernice Dollar, Haupt 

understood this and " .. .let my grandmother eat Indian 

foods ... [while] he had a woman to cook him German foods ... " 

(1964). 
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The use of tradtional foodstuffs continued even after 

increased exposure to utensils and foodstuffs, as an oral account 

given to Peri by Essie Parrish reveals, " ... After we had our lunch we 

packed up our things and went down to the beach. We had our 

blankets with us; we were going to camp over there and pick 

seaweed. We camped two days and then started back. When we 

got up by the store, we saw a man with a wagon selling pots, pans, 

and things like that. My aunt saw this large Dutch oven he had 

and this very large frying pan. She said they would be good to 

bake bread in and fry fish, seaweed, and 'torts.' . . . We bought 

them and traveled back up to the ridge and home" (1987: 52-54; 

see Appendix II). The evidence indicates that while the Kashaya 

community presented the appearence of succumbing to · 

acculturation pressures, the underlying social fabric of the 

community remained traditional in many respects. 

Charles Haupt died in 1903. He was preceded in death by 

his wife in 1901. Tensi<;ms between· Charles, Jr. and his Kashaya 

relatives grew after this. Jack Humboldt, who was weakened by ill 

health and possibly the internal tensions of the community, 
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seemed unable to influence the community interactions. Drinking 

was reported as a problem and murder was reported. The 

community appeared to be disintegrating. 

In 1911 a renewal ceremony was held for Jack Humboldt's 

roundhouse. A woman dreamer, Annie Jarvis, claimed spiritual 

leadership for the community. The Kashaya were under increased 

pressure by Haupt's descendants to leave the land. Oral 

interviews report that Annie Jarvis attempted to exert control over 

the community and warned that those who left the area of the 

Haupt Ranch would die. This death threat is assumed to be a 

figurative death of self. 

Prompted by the urgings of Annie Jarvis the Haupt Kashaya 

community, in 1914, was able to persuade the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs to purchase a parcel of land approximately 5 km from 

Stewart's Point to be the site of the new Kashia Rancheria. By 

1917 or 1919, Jack Humboldt and Charles Haupt, Jr. had died. 

The end of the community had been foreseen by Annie Jarvis and 

with the deaths of these two key figures, Haupt Jr. 's widow 

intensified her pressure on the Kashaya to move off the ranch. For 

at least forty to sixty years the Kashaya had shared the land, 

buried their dead, gave life to and raised their children with the 

Haupts. By 1919 the association was ended. 

In 1919, the wife of Charles Haupt, Jr. forced the Kashaya to 

leave the land. The social health of the community might explain 

the departure of the Kashaya from the ranch. Accounts of a 

murder and internal strife at the ranch indicate there were growing 

tensions within the Kashaya community. These tensions may have 



reflected increased tensions between the Haupt's, neighboring 

ranchers and the Kashaya. A series of religious leaders, also 

known as dreamers, who had lived at the Ranch, may have 

contributed to the social tensions as well. 
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The last ceremony held by the Kashaya on the Haupt Ranch 

was on July 4, 1920. The greater world around them was 

changing in ways no one could imagine. While the twentieith 

century began with promises of automobiles for everyone, of 

locomotives pulling produce and cattle from the great valleys of the 

west, of intercontinental travel by airplane and communication by 

telephone, of the first world war ended, prohibition begun, water 

wars in Southern California, and of the global expansion of trade, 

during a period of incomprehensible revolutionary technological 

and social change, the center pole of the dance house at Haupt's 

ranch was moved under Annie Jarvis' watchful eye to the new 

home of the Kashaya. This move ushered in a period of intense 

separation from the cultural pressures of the whites around them 

and assured a retention of their cultural identity the Kashaya 

could never have planned for in the world they lived in from 1800 

to 1921. Frontiers were to be conquered, but in this comer of 

Northwest Sonoma County, the Russians at Ross, and then a 

German immigrant had accommodated the Kashaya people 

through an experience which would be noted as unique among the 

Native peoples of the Pacific Region. 

The Kashaya cultural identity is strong. They retain a range 

of cultural expressions, which include song, stories, celebration, 

religious authority and pre-contact skills and traditions, which 
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have placed them in the role of the teacher for many California 

Indian groups striving to reclaim their own identity. Kashaya 

cultural continuity was preserved because of a number of factors. 

The Russians adopted a policy of separatism from the indigenous 

people at Fort Ross because of bad relations with the Aleuts. This 

worked to the advantage of the Kashaya, leaving them free to live 

outside of the stockade walls where they maintained lifeways 

similar to those of their ancestors. Lifeways were not identical 

because of the changing use of the land by the Russians, Spanish, 

Mexicans, and Anglos, but even with the restrictions imposed on 

the Kashaya use of the land, their ideological constants remained. 

Wage labor increased for the Kashaya when the fort was 

sold, but Benitz was an exploiter of the resources around _the fort 

and had little interest in changing the Kashaya lifeways patterns. 

Dixon appears to have had little affection for the Kasha ya, but his 

influence was minimal. When Haupt married Molly, a Kashaya 

woman, had children with her and openly accepted her relatives as 

his neighbors, a high degree of acceptance by the greater ranching 

and farming community appears to have occurred. This 

acceptance further minimized aggressive attempts to force the 

Kashaya to meet expectations to conform to "white ways." 
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Chapter 7: Obsidian Hydration Data/Previous Surveys 

Obsidian is a volcanic glass which is capable of being 

fashioned into tools which are sharp and versatile. Obsidian 

hydrates - that is, it absorbs moisture - when it is exposed to air 

during tool manufacture. It is possible to gain information 

concerning the approximate date of the manufacture of obsidian 

tools through an analysis of the bands of hydration which form 

along the edge of tools and the manufacturing waste material, 

debitage. This method of analysis is based on this phenomenon of 

absorbed water along exposed surfaces. The absorbed water forms 

a layer which thickens through time and is measurable. The 

variables which affect the rate of hydration include the source and 

chemical composition of the obsidian, and environmental factors, 

such as temperature. 

To measure the hydration bands, recovered specimens are 

first sourced and thin sections from the edges are prepared and 

inspected. Multiple hydration measurements are made and 

converted to a mean micron reading for each specimen. These 

mean micron readings can then be used in temporally oriented 

research questions. By analyzing the hydration data from obsidian 

projectile points, recovered mainly in Sonoma County, Tom Origer 

( 1987) established hydration ranges for recognized time periods 

and cultural patterns. Two of the most frequently represented 

sources of obsidian recovered from Sonoma County coastal sites 

are Annadel, located about 25 miles inland, and Napa, located 



about 35 miles inland. Origer's studies offer hydration ranges for 

both of these materials (Table 1). 
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----- -------------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 1 

Temporal Period (TP) and Cultural Pattern (CP) 
Mean Hydration Ranges for Napa Valley (NV) and Annadel (A) 

Mean Ranges 
TP/CP NV A 
Emergent Period/ Augustine Pattern 0.9-2.2 0.9-2.2 

Upper/Phase II 0.9-1.6 0.9-1.8 
Lower/Phase 1.7-2.2 1.9-2.7 

Archaic Period 2.3-6.8 2.8-6.9 
Upper/Berkeley Pattern 2.3-3.2 2.8-3.8 
Middle/Late Borax Lake Pattern 3.3-4.6 3.9-4.9 
Lower/Early Borax Lake Pattern 4.7-6.8 5.0-6.9 

Paleo-Indian Period 6.9-? 7.0-? 

Origer 1967, p. 52. 

Obsidian debitage was recovered during a surface survey 

conducted at the Haupt Ranch in November, 199~. Two chert 

biface fragments were al~o recovered. Depressions of two 

roundhouses were visible within 30 meters of the recoveries 

(Figure 10: Sketch of Site). The obsidian samples were submitted 

for analysis to the Obsidian Hydration Laboratory at Sonoma State 

University for analysis and sourcing. The results of the analysis 

· give mean measurements in the range of 1.8 - 5.3. This range of 

mean measurements suggests estimated habitation or use dates 



for the site of approximately 2,000 to 3,000 years before present 

may be reasonable (Table 2). 
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---------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE2 

Lab# Description Level Remarks Measurements Mean Source 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lA Debitage surface none 5.1 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 NV (v) 
2B Debitage surface none 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3 K (v) 
3C Debitage surface weathered 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 NV (v) 
4D Debitage surface weathered 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.8 K (v) 
5E Debitage surface weathered 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.8 NV (v) 
6F Debitage surface none 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.1 NV (v) 
7G Debitage surface none 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 NV (v) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CA-SON-187H 
Lab Accession No.: 94-HI277 

Submittor: Mary Huffman 
Sonoma State University February 10, 1994 
Technic.ian: Thomas M. Origer · 

No previous analysis of obsidian artifacts or debitage recovered at 

the ranch is recorded. Samples analyzed from the 1993 survey 

were either from sources in Napa or Lake Counties. 

Site surveys were conducted on the ranch by 0. C. Stewart 

in 1935 and by Bauer in 1950. Records of these surveys are on file 

at the Northwest Information Center, Sonoma ·state University. In 

1935, Stewart reported on a site with seven house pits, which he 

found with the aid of the current property owner. Stewart found 

large and small pits, with visible shell fragments. The site was 

previously designated as Pomo 25 and Stewart recorded this as the 

probable location of Dukasal, a settlement the property owner 

stated was used prior to the establishment of Charlie Haupt's 
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ranch. According to the property owner, the Kashaya had 

occupied Dukasal prior to 1850, which he gave as the approximate 

year Haupt located his ranch on the property. 

In 1950, Bauer recorded on the historic remains of the 

Haupt Indian cemetery approximately 750 feet east of the 

settlement known as P'otol. Bauer located seven house pits and 

historic debris, including a plow blade, a Chinese rice bowl and 

child sized tea set. He also identified shell fragments and obsidian 

chips at the site. Stewart also reported the location of a large pit 

which he designated as P' otol ( 1935). This site was located on 

property not known to have been previously owned by Haupt. This 

designation may have been an error, as all evidence points to the 

location of P'otol as directly adjacent to the mineral spring at 

Haupt's Ranch. 

The records are short on details and lack comments 

regarding degradation of the sites. This was not uncommon for 

early site recording. Bauer did report that he spoke with the 

property owner about the possibility of excavating the cemetery 

site. The owner's response was favorable, but he expressed 

concern because the Indians were too close. Whether he meant 

the Indians were close by, or close in terms of sentimerit, is 

unclear. Excavation apparently did not take place at any of the 

sites, however. 
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Chapter 8: Connections 

An important question to ask is what is left at the location to 

protect? A cursoiy inventoiy reveals there are two cemeteries 

where human remains of both indigenous and non-natives are 

buried. Three dance house or sweat house pits are evident to the 

naked eye. There are buried historic artifacts of the old Haupt 

house site and the Kashaya village site, and given the length of 

time of occupation, prehistoric artifacts from when the land was 

used as a campsite by the Kashaya many years before contact. 

There is the old wagon road which connected the ridge top settlers 

and the underlying trail used by the Kashaya to travel on their 

seasonal rounds. In association with the building sites there are 

the well and privy pit used by the inhabitants at the site and an 

historic shed which has been partially repaired and reroofed. 

There is the site of the ferric mineral spring from which P' otol takes 

its name. While no standing structures remain, there are surface 

indicators of their locations of these structures which can be 

positively identified from the photos taken by _Barrett and P. M. 

Jones. The photos of the Kashaya living area indicate the area was 

well cared for, houses maintained, and visible trash at a minimum. 

Archaeological investigations of the areas around the 

foundations of these structures may allow for data to surface 

regarding the long term existence of a rather pristine living area at 

the ranch. The archaeological evidence may lead to inferences 

supporting the importance of a perception of place for a cultural 
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group, particularly when that place is owned by a people and 

under their care. An unfortunately common situation seen on 

twentieth century reservations is the deterioration of housing and 

the accumulation of trash. It is conceivable that the archaeological 

remains at the Haupt Ranch could serve to support an argument 

concerning a positive identity with place which is counter to the 

experience of living in a place which was forced on a people, which 

may be considered foreign, and which is incongruous with 

sustaining realisitc goals for securing a successful life. 

The Haupt Ranch no longer exists as buildings and 

structures, but as archaeological remains (Figure 8) which can 

teach us much about the way people lived there. A ranch can be 

thought of as a small town with an alternate economy which 

dominates the production and transport of goods and commodities 

within the smaller sphere of ranches, such as this ·one in Sonoma 

County, and finally linked to the shippers and receivers of items 

beyond its local borders. The road which ran through the Haupt 

property connected it to other ranches in the Northwest Sonoma 

County region. This road provided easy passage over seemingly 

impassable terrain linking the ranch with the big cities to the 

south, such as Santa Rosa and Petaluma. 

To fully understand how the people lived, provided for daily 

necessities, repaired machinery and buildings, delegated authority, 

and passed their days and nights in relatively isolated settings, the 

community is best thought of as a small town. This particular 

ranch had eight to ten houses with one, two and three rooms, and 

two or three roundhouses or sweathouses, at various times. 
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Ethnographic estimates for each Kashaya house would be for one 

or two families, or approximately five to ten people per house. Also 

located at the ranch was a rambling Victorian house, as well as 

various barns, sheds, privies and wells. Oral accounts indicate 

Haupt employed a white cook who prepared German style food. 

Haupt raised sheep and cattle, grew fruit trees and vines, 

and operated a small store at the ranch. Garden vegetables were 

raised to supplement the community's food supply. Oral accounts 

indicate that Molly ate Indian food and that her husband let her. 

This implies that a number of individuals were engaged in the 

gathering of traditional foodstuffs. Oral accounts indicate Haupt 

preferred that the Kashaya community take or purchase foodstuffs 

from him, perhaps to retain wages on the ranch, perhaps to deter 

travel from the ranch. He may have offered goods for sale to 

passing travelers on the road which passed by his.house. There 

would have been regular Indian visitors from neighboring 

rancherias to the Kashaya community for religious and celebratory 

gatherings. Visitors would have swelled the number of people at 

the ranch and increased the need for food and services, including 

blacksmithing, leather repair, and doctoring. The number of 

children in the community required schooling and there was a 

school established at the Haupt Ranch about 1.5 miles to the west 

of the living area (Figure 9). This school served the residents of the 

farming and ranching community including the Kashaya children 

of Haupt's Ranch. 
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Figure 8: Sketch map of remains of Kashaya community at Haupt Ranch. 
(Courtesy of Robert Wharton) 



Figure 8: LEGEND 

I. Big Lizzie {Maru False Dreamer) Yermo's House 
(she used XI as Dancehouse) 

II. Pishman's House 
III. Sheard' s House 
N. Joaquin Torre's House 
V. Antone's House 
VI. James' House 
VII. Pinole House 
VIII. Burnt/Fallen Locust Tree 
IX. Pinole House 
X. Locust Tree 
XI. Last Men's Sweathouse 
XII. Semi-Subterranean Dancehouse - Holputokomen/Kristowa 
XIII. Semi-Subterranean Dancehouse - Jack Humboldt/ Annie Jarvis 
XIV. Semi-Subterranean Dancehouse - Kay ah ban 
XV. Datum with view to east 
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The archaeological remains of this small town are evident 

during cursory surface survey and from historic photos. What 

exists beneath the layers of soil, and in historic textual accounts, 

ethnographic present accounts, the memories of individuals who 

are the descendants of the Kashaya and Charlie Haupt, or who 

visited the Ranch for religious or social gatherings, indicate the 

community was rich and vibrant. The archaeological record holds 

information which can teach us more about the community and 

how the people used the material culture in their daily lives, how 

the community was connected to the region beyond the perimeters 

of the ranch, and the rate at which acculturation occurred for the 

Kashaya. 
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Chapter 9: Protecting The Resource 

Important questions concerning the nature of the 

intercultural activities of daily living can only be answered by 

unifying the approaches and providing for comparison of 

archaeological research, oral history research, and ethnographic 

research. Though the Haupt Ranch is on private land, the site 

demands protection so that further research can be conducted. 

What ethnographic and historic accounts cannot tell us is how the 

Haupt Ranch Kashaya community used introduced material 

culture and how it was manipulated and interpreted within the 

complex intercultural relationships which were restructuring their 

native society during the evolution of American industrial society. 

Nor is there information about how the Haupt Ranch community 

accommodated newly introduced patterns of consumption and 

industrially produced goods while maintaining the use of local 

material culture. Archaeological data may reveal how the 

community functioned and how the Kashaya integrated social and 

cultural transformations during the late 19th century into their 

lives. 

The material culture of the settlement inhabitants would 

have changed in form and appearance, as well as the meanings 

each carried, and the way individuals acted on those meanin~s. 

Changes in the built environment would have reflected change and 

assisted in the cultural transformations of the people beyond the 

settlement itself. To answer these questions it is necessary to have 

access to the archaeological data. How to go about protecting an 
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archaeological resource, such as the Haupt Ranch which is on 

private property, is a challenge. The property is currently in use as 

sheep pasture, which is considered a low impact activity. Yet even 

this low impact activity erodes the soils over time. The site, 

actually a district, is located on a ridgetop with a southeast facing 

slope and exposed to periods of intense rainfall in the winter 

season. This rainfall and the winds of spring create an erosion 

factor which cannot be ignored when considered in conjunction 

with the livestock grazing activity. 

The use of the land at the Haupt Ranch for sheep pasture 

and the winds and rains of winter can cause considerable erosion 

of the site, yet the site is not slated for any development in the near 

future. A least effort proposal for protection of the site is for 

periodic monitoring to check on the progress of erosion. A 

monitoring program needs to be designed for periodic site visits to 

check on site condition, perform routine maintenance, and 

determine if the site is being damaged or is in imminent danger of 

damage or loss. If damage is observed, strategies c_an be put in 

place to correct, reduce, or eliminate the actions causing the 

damage. One of the immediate benefits of a monitoring and 

maintenance program is that regular human presence at the site is 

a strong deterrent to vandalism. 

Frequent communication with the owner and information 

about the need to protect the site, described in Protecting 

Archaeological Sites on Private Lands, National Park Service 

Publication, are important. Stewardship supports a preservation 



Figure 9: Ranch Schools (ca. 1874 & 1900) 

First school at Haupt Ranch (above) ca. 1874 - 75. 

Second school at Ranch (below) ca. 1900. 
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ethic concerned with the protection of archaeological sites and an 

attitude of caring for the site because it belongs to everyone, not 

just the land owner. The landowner of this site is amenable to a 

strategy of stewardship, apparent from comments made during an 

interview conducted December 3, 1993. The family matriarch 

stated that " ... nobody left in the family (Haupt) to fIX up or take 

care of it (cemetery) ... they could set up those monuments that fell 

down. Don't know who would do it unless they want to hire 

someone to do ... They're all gone I think ... Before I was married they 

all left - faded away. They all went down below." The landowners 

indicated a positive regard for the Kashaya people and, according 

to Mary Ohlson, have been included in special events at the Kashia 

Reservation in the recent past. She has " ... been up to the 

reservation 4th of July celebration .... (and upon attending a 

ceremony in the Roundhouse said) ... not everybody they'd let in 

there." 

Landowners like those who purchased the Haupt property in 

the 1930s, can be excellent partners in a preservation and 

protection effort, such as the one proposed for the Haupt Ranch 

site. Yet even if the landowners were not inclined to value the site, 

education about the importance of the site for research and 

understanding of our collective past could very well tum a 

skeptical landowner into a partner in stewardship for the resource. 

It is highly probable that the archaeological site at Haupt's 

Ranch meets National Register of Historic Places criteria for 

significance. Significance includes the integrity, the rarity, and the 

potential research value of a site. Site protection on private 



property requires the commitment of the landowner to long-term 

preservation. The Haupt Ranch landowner appears willing to 

preserve and protect the site as best they can. Steps should be 

taken to protect the resource as if it were located on public lands. 
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The Haupt Ranch site, or district, would be nominated under 

National Register criteria Category D if it were on public land. It 

undoubtedly possesses the potential (Figure 10, 11, 12, 13, 14) to 

yield data about the quality of life for ranchers and indigenous 

people during the period of regional and national expansion from 

1840 to 1900. The area possesses data necessary for 

understanding the strategies of the people prior to and at the time 

of contact with Europeans. There is potential data about the 

consumption patterns of the indigenous people during prehistoric, 

protohistoric and historic periods buried around the perimeters of 

their house sites and on the slope leading to the spring named 

P' otol. Buried at the site is data which could yield information 

about the influence of gender on the process of acculturation for 

the Kashaya in terms of their resource strategies and religious 

activities. There is data at the site about the use of this land 

during the historic period, when increased population pressure, 

which was fostered by the Gold Rush of 1840 to 1850, resulted in 

intense settlement expansion and agricultural growth in 

Northwestern California. 



Figure 10: Site Photos (1993) 

Depression (above) is site of Kristowa's and Big Jose's underground 
Dancehouse. Fig tree grows from center. Depression (below) left by 
Jack Humboldt's Dancehouse. 
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Cemeteries 

The Haupt Ranch archaeological site is the location of two 

cemeteries, one dedicated to the Kashaya people and their friends, 

the other dedicated to Charles Haupt's family and friends. Known 

to be buried at the site through oral accounts are Jack Humboldt, 

Minnie Jose, Rosie, sister of Kolata, Whiskey Jack, and from 

headstone markers are Charles Haupt, Mary (Molly?) Haupt, John 

Haupt, Jacob Jacobson, J. L. Shuhart, Melvin Haupt, (unknown) 

Haupt, Julia Haupt, Alfred J. Ergstrom, J. H., and John A. 

Ergstrom. 



Figure 11: Haupt Family Cemetery 

1993 - Destructive forces of nature have uprooted trees and caused 
markers to topple. 



Figure 12: Kashaya Cemeteiy 

1993 - The wooden A-frame structures over the graves have rotted 
away, but gravesite depressions are visible on the surface.· 



Figure 13: Historic shed (ca. 1900) 
(Two sheds flank Tom Smith's cabin. Present roadway runs across cabin foundation.) 



Figure 14: Shed (1993) and Ridgetop view 

Shed (above) as i t is today. Note Smith's cabin would have -stood 
between the two metal roofs. View of area where the Haupt family 
house was built (below). 
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Chapter 10: Summary 

From 1500-1800 the Kashaya Pomo and their neighbors had 

little contact with European culture. Cabrillo visited the area 

south of Ft. Bragg in 1542-1543. In 1579 the visit of Sir Francis 

Drake to the Pt. Reyes and Drakes Bay areas North of San 

Francisco is reported. Sebastian Rodriguez visited north of San 

Francisco in 1595. In 1792 Captain George Vancouver anchored 

near the sandy point at Point Arena. 

The Kashaya peoples' first long-term encounters with 

Europeans came when the Spanish moved into California, 

establishing permanent missions to the South and traveling 

overland to reach San Francisco and Sonoma. The Spanish 

exerted direct influence over the direction cultural and 

physiological survival would take for the indigenous population. 

The expansion efforts of the Spanish impacted California Indians 

throughout their historical homelands, but had relatively little 

direct impact on the Kashaya Pomo. The impact upon the Kashaya 

could be observed, however, in their response to the landing of 

Russian ships at Bodega Bay in 1808. The initial landing was in 

Coast Miwok territory, neighboring on the south of Kashaya 

territory. When the Russians moved to build a fort on the Kashaya 

land known as Metini, it is said that the Kashaya welcomed them 

as buffers against the raids by the Spanish who searched for 

laborers by violence and kidnap, suggesting the Kashaya were 
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waged between the Spanish and Russian invaders. 
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The contact period for Kashaya began in earnest with the 

arrival of the Russians at Fort Ross in 1811. Despite the overt 

claims of competition and threats of exclusion of the Russians by 

the Spanish, in 1811 the Fort at Ross was founded. The fort was 

far enough north to avoid direct conflict with the Spanish, yet close 

enough to San Pablo Bay to take advantage of sea otter and seal 

populations; Ross thus seemed a perfect location for Russians to 

settle. 

The Kashaya were not the only indigenous group in 

California who felt the changes brought about by the increase in 

white population and the shifting political forces of the early 

1800s. By 1840 Cook estimated the native population of California 

was on a rapid decline. The Pomo population variously estimated 

at around 8,000 individuals would decline to approximately 5,000 

people by 1851. For a group the size of the Kashaya Pomo, 

estimated to number approximately 350-500 individuals, a decline 

in population would result in a severe impact to the cultural 

continuity of the group as elderly peoples, who carried the oral 

history of the people, would succumb quickly to· disease and 

malnutrition. The loss of elders would undermine the stability of 

their culture and ideology. 

The prevailing reasons for population decline throughout the 

Pacific Region were disease and murder at the hands of the 

intruders on the land. California in 1848 witnessed the Treaty of 

Guadalupe Hidalgo, the declaration that all Indian lands were part 
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of the Public Domain, and the discovery of gold at John Sutter's 

mill in the Sacramento Valley. The discovery of gold increased the 

population of whites in Northern California dramatically. With the 

increase of whites from the eastern and middle states came the 

popular perceptions of Indians as blood-thirsty savages. 

Destruction of the Indian seemed imminent. 

The Kashaya peoples' initial contact with the Russians would 

have had the greatest impact on their cultural identity, but the 

Russian policy of arm's length interaction with the natives of 

California and the policy that the Kashaya live outside the 

stockade walls meant that Kashaya and Russian cultural identities 

were clearly delineated. Resources were changing in the area, due 

to introduced plants, livestock, and excessive harvesting of marine 

resources, yet the seasonal harvesting patterns of pre-contact were 

utilized by the Kashaya during Russia.Q. occupation of the fort. 

Russian loanwords are catalogued in the Kashaya language, but 

the Kashaya capacity to incorporate words of their neighbors is not 

necessarily a result of intense acculturation pressure. Rather they 

can be viewed as an assertive activity on the part of the Kashaya 

people to make their neighbors a part of their own culture. Labor 

for payment was perhaps the greatest pressure on Kashaya 

cultural identity. This practice intensified cultural contact and 

emphasized conformity to rules established by others. Wage labor 

grew after the Russians left the area and the fort was under 

ownership by Sutter and managed by Benitz. The depletion of 

resources for subsistence was increasing and frequent movements 

of the Kashaya people between the c?ast and the ridgetops is 
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recorded for this period. The freedom of movement between these 

two locations could have served to reaffirm the Kashaya cultural 

identity while they were faced with increased pressure to conform 

to Anglo-American expectations. 

The experience of the Kashaya on the Haupt Ranch differs 

from other groups of Native Californians whose initial cultural 

contact was with the Spanish and who were oppressed by Anglos. 

The Kashaya lived on the land known as P'otol and Dukasal before 

Russian contact. Their experience at Fort Ross may have been 

fraught with difficulties and the experience at Haupt's Ranch may 

have taken its toll on native lifeways strategies as well, e.g., the 

Haupt family store and a reduction in the amounts of native foods 

available to the group (as described by Bernice Dollar in her diary), 

but the attitude of Charles Haupt, and the Russians before· him, 

protected the Kashaya from an acculturation pressure experienced 

by other native groups in the area which surrounded the ranch. 

The native peoples to the south experienced intense pressure 

from the Spanish, particularly after Mission San Rafael was built. 

Those to the east were under pressure from settlers and Indians 

were hunted like game animals. The pressure of development in 

big towns like Santa Rosa and Petaluma forced native people from 

their land. In the wild reaches of Sonoma County, however, the 

low frequency of contact with neighbors served to protect the 

Kashaya from Indian hunters and aggressive purveyors of white 

culture. 

While the Kashaya of Metini (Fort Ross) were exposed to the 

language and cultural preferences of the Russians, and later those 
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of Mexicans, and Anglo-Americans, the most sustained European 

influence came from Charles Haupt and his neighboring ranchers. 

The areas of difference included language, food, housing types, the 

concept of labor for compensation, and religious practices. 

However the Kashaya were accustomed to differences because of 

their years with the Russians. 

The Kashaya lived at the Haupt Ranch, an area rich in pre-

;<"' contact cultural identity for them, and developed a strong religious 

presence. Their settlement there confirmed continuity of their 

cultural traditions. Their lives were not easy and labor for 

payment eventually replaced seasonal harvests as a way to make a 

living. 

Few written records can be found regarding the actual 

operation of the ranch. To answer questions about what was 

grown there and what the annual production levels were, one must 

rely on the narrative histories of descendants and infrequently 

recorded legal records. Details about daily existence at the Haupt 

Ranch come primarily from oral accounts given by the 

grandchildren of former residents. A great granddaughter of Molly 

Haupt provides details which were lacking in the accounts given by 

the ethnographers, who attempted to reconstruct the past, but did 

not focus on the present of the Kashaya people. From the 

ethnographic point of view all the people appeared to do the same 

thing without a break in continuity until the contact period and 

traditional resources were disrupted. 

It is clear, however, that variation and change did exist, but 

simply was not recorded. For example, there was a strong female 
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presence in the recent history of the Kashaya. Reports from oral 

accounts about the significant female shaman, Holputokrnen, 

leading the Kashaya to Haupt's land from Fort Ross is contrary to 

the accounts by Kroeber and Barrett, in which the male Toyon is 

reported to have lead his people from Fort Ross to the Haupt 

Ranch. This story variation about the exodus of the Kashaya from 

Fort Ross to Haupt's is significant because it emphasizes the 

possibilty of shifting roles within the social organization of the 

Kashaya at a time when women were under intense pressure to 

marry outside of the traditional social group. Kashaya women 

married Russian laboreres, Alaskans and Creoles, and Kashaya 

men who were not marrying women within their own social group, 

were not afforded an opportunity to marry Russian, Alaskan, nor 

Creole women. These same Kashaya men were most certainly 

limited in their ability to travel to neighboring groups for wives 

because of Spanish and Anglo hostilities towards the Indians. 

Whereas women had historically played an important role in the 

social fabric of the Kashaya social organization (Kroeber 1925:256), 

they may have become a much more dominant force at the time of 

and following contact with the Russians, Spanish, and Anglos. 

Through archaeology it may be possible to reconstruct from 

recovered material culture what women were bringing into the 

community and how these items were used in the of daily life of 

the people. Archaeological data may indicate if a diminished male 

authority existed and whether a correlation may be drawn between 

an increase in introduced material culture via women which 

allowed them to assert an increase in authority. The ethnographic, 
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historic, and archival data document that the Kashaya from Fort 

Ross retained a strong cultural identity despite their experiences 

with dominant groups. Yet, we cannot fully comprehend how the 

circle of learning and change continually evolved while the 

constants of the circle of culture were being conveyed to 

newcomers within the group. The best way to understand change 

and continuity within a culture is through first person accounts. 

Oral accounts by descendants are available and these accounts are 

enhanced when artifacts can be examined and analyzed by 

descendents of the original owners of the artifacts. 

In this way it is possible to comprehend how culture comes 

from within the circle of learning and how change and continuity 

are interdependent. An ethnographer can attempt to enter the 

circle, but will forever remain on the periphery. The blending of 

ten voices into one voice, which professes to speak for the group as 

a whole, cannot adequately describe the evolving quality of the 

culture which is expressed in the simple nuances of individuals. 

First person accounts are different because they are the 

accounts of an active participant within the culture. First hand 

accounts of what it was like to live as a member of the group and 

how the material culture was interpreted and used within the 

culture provide a balance to sterile descriptions given by one 

research perspective. First hand accounts provide the reasons 

actions were taken by those living at that place and time. When a 

narrator relates that "there was a store there," it allows the 

researcher to explore the archaeology and the cultural meaning of 

this part of the community at the ranch. Questions can be asked 
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about why Haupt may have opened a store. Was it to keep the 

Kashaya on the ranch and working year round? Did he believe a 

store was an advantage for his wife's relatives versus the hard life 

of seasonal rounds of hunting and gathering? Or was the store an 

internal mechanism which taught and reinforced the principles of 

wage labor for the exchange of goods? Details about the Haupt 

store are not found in the County records. Receipts, tax records, 

and orders for merchandise carried do not exist. The lack of 

archival support does not mean there was no Haupt Store, but it 

does mean that at this point, only archaeology can inform on the 

existence of the store, what was purchased and sold there, and 

how the Kashaya may have used the products from the store in 

their homes. 

. Information about how the Kashaya used the culturai 

artifacts which were available to them at the turn of the century, 

on a ranch in Northwest Sonoma County, could have much to 

teach us about the process of acculturation and the impact of 

gender relations in a contact situation may have had upon the 

acceptance or rejection of cultural goods by the Kashaya at this 

time period. More than a ranch this place was a community 

linked to several spheres; the ranches in Northwest Sonoma 

County, the Kashaya Pomo and greater Pomo community, and the 

economic community of California. How the Kashaya selected from 

introduced ways of life and thereby assured their cultural 

continuity is best answered through the archaeology of place and 

the analysis of the artifacts of a changing world outside the 

doorsteps of the Kashaya houses at the ranch. 
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The way to assure this research will eventually be done is to 

protect the resource, which is the ranch, by monitoring the 

remains and teaching about and encouraging stewardship. To 

truly understand how the Kashaya experience was different from 

that which other California Natives experienced, how social 

organization and temporal factors played a role and how isolation 

and separatism afforded the group an opportunity to mold and 

adapt their religious and cultural present to coexist with their past 

and their present will only come from a multiple perspective 

available through ethnography, oral history, and archaeology. 
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Appendix I: Timeline 
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Appendix II: "On Justice: A Personal Reminiscence as told by 

Essie Pinola Parrish to David W. Peri." Excerpt from Rid~e Review, 

Vol. VI, No. 3. March 1987. 

" ... We were living down on the ridge at that time, on the Charlie 

Haupt Ranch. We'd go down to the store to buy things like coffee, 

flour, sugar and those things. My old aunt packed some dried fish 

for our lunch. We sat outside and ate our fish and bread. This 

man came along and gave her some money for some of our lunch; 

he was hungry, I guess. My old aunt didn't know English and I 

didn't know much too. He said something and my old aunt 

nodded her head; but she didn't know what he was saying. I 

remember looking at the money before my aunt wrapped it up in a 

handkerchief. It was a lot of money, I thought to myself for Just 

some fish and Indian bread. I told my aunt this, and she said 'Yes, 

that white man sure must like our food. Well, maybe he's got no 

woman to cook for him and he's just starving for food."' 

After we had our lunch we packed up our things and went 

down to the beach. We had our blankets with us; we were going to 

camp over there and pick seaweed. We camped two days and then 

started back. When we got up by the store, we saw a man with a 

wagon selling pots, pans, and things like that. My aunt saw this 

large Dutch oven he had and this very large frying pan. She said 

they would be good to bake bread in and fry fish, seaweed, and 

'torts.' We could use them; I also think the. money was burning a 

hole in her handkerchief. We bought them and traveled back up to 

the ridge and home. 
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A few days later, that same man from the store, who bought 

some of our lunch that day, and some other men in a buckboard 

came up to where we were living. That man and his friends came 

up to our house. He looked mean, but his friends were laughing 

and making fun. We were scared because of the way he looked. 

The door was already open and they walked right in; we 

couldn't hide or run away. There was only one room in the house; 

and the door was open and we only had one, and they were coming 

right for it. He started talking fast and loud before he even got 

inside. He was hollering, 'I know you're in there; I want to talk to 

you both, that old woman and you young girl.' He was still talking 

like that when he and those others walked in. He was pointing 

and waving his arm at us; we though he was going to hit us. It 

was hard to understand what he was saying wi_th his hollering; he 

talked strange too; he sounded different from the way others talk 

from around her. 

One of the Haupt boys, Charlie Haupt's son, I saw was 

running up to the house. He thought there was going to be trouble 

the way those men were carrying on. He came into the house, and 

said 'What's going on here? What are all of you men doing here. 

This is our place; why are you her talking to these. people like this?' 

everybody was talking and I couldn't understand them. The boy 

said, "The man came for his fish.' That man was mad and was 

going to call the sheriff to put us in jail. We were supposed to meet 

him at the store and give him the fish he bought from us. We were 

supposed to give him a 'sack of fish.' 
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... One of the men ... said we would get hauled up to the 

Justice of the Peace and he'd lock us up for a long time. 'Couldn't 

never trust an Injun, they're all lying thieves, ... ' I thought they 

were going to hang us. . .. The Haupt boy left when they started 

saying these things to us to tell his father what was going on. He 

came back with some money and gave it to the man and some 

extra too. He said they had all better leave before his father came 

up here or there was really going to be trouble. They all walked 

out saying something and laughing like they did when they started 

up for our house .... " 

( 



Appendix III: Points to consider with reference 

to the use of informants. 
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Physical places are the repositories for ideas, or concepts in 

the minds of human beings. Returning to a place can trigger 

memories more quickly than any verbal jogging might achieve. 

,Physical boundaries for these places take on importance within the 

context of the activities performed there. For the Kashaya, 

physical aspects of places gave a village its name and that village 

gave the people an aspect of their idenity. 

There is a Kashaya myth (Halperin 1953: 151-159) regarding 

the inside and outside of experience. 'Outside' is the realm of the 

animal as opposed to the human. Those who inhabit the outside 

are fallen angels, ancient perpetrators or victims of sinful acts. 

Inside is a place of civilization, tamed of the wild instincts of 

nature. The area around Ross became, for the Kashaya, wild and 

incomprehensible as the stories of atrocities from the north, south, 

and east were shared with them by their neighbors. As these 

frightening changes occurred, the Kashaya may have viewed the 

ridgetops as 'inside,' safe locations for the people. This would have 

made the village settlement at Haupt's Ranch, built on familiar 

grounds of P'otol and Dukasal, an inside place. 

The past has already happened in real time, even though the 

effects of the past are still manifest in the present. However, the 

past lives on in our minds, never forgotten while we live, always 

there, part and parcel of our very being. The past is imprinted in 

our memory and can be played over and over again in our 



thoughts. The tree planted in our youth nurtures in our thought, 

thrives and grows in our dreams to provide the loafing shade for 

further dreams. But if we return to our childhood home to rest 

under that great and spreading tree, we find that the sapling 

became a great and spreading tree only in our dreams. What we 

experience in childhood lingers with us until we die. In our mind 

we can return to the childhood places, recall the sights, sounds, 

and smells, the taste and feel of those experiences. But when we 

actually return to those places, the dream time past merges into 

both the real time past and the present reality. The light of other 

days once shone through that now shattered window pane. 
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Despite such drawbacks, informants play an important role in 

reconstructing site locations. Anecdotes about sites often indicate 

areas for further research. 

The informants used here were, Mary Ohlson, John 

MacKenzie, Ernest Ohlson, the journals of and transcripts of 

interviews with Bernice Dollar and Essie Parrish. 
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Appendix IV: Land and taxes - tools for preservation . 

. 
Since land is traditionally viewed as a commodity to be 

bought and sold, the standard method of assessing property value 

for tax purposes is the property's values on the open market. The 

practice of assessing and taxing land on the basis of its 

development potential, or its "highest and best" use, creates 

conflicts with private and public preservation goals. Tax reduction 

incentives would be available to the owners of the Haupt Ranch 

property, should they care to donate the land to a qualified 

conservancy organization. 
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Appendix V: CRHS Form 
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